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The Official Force Training Manual
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What dinosaur knows the most words? The thesaurus. The amazing Jokiest Joking
Joke Book series just went miniature! A punderdome of fun awaits in this pocketsized edition of a very funny, very punny book of laughter. Featuring hundreds of
hilarious jokes for kids, along with clever black-and-white illustrations, it’s a gutbusting way to a funnier day at home or on the go. The Mini Jokiest Puns Book is
mini in size, but giant in fun!

Where's Wally? Santa Spectacular
Be yourself like Molly Lou Melon no matter what a bully may do. Molly Lou Melon is
short and clumsy, has buck teeth, and has a voice that sounds like a bullfrog being
squeezed by a boa constrictor. She doesn't mind. Her grandmother has always told
her to walk proud, smile big, and sing loud, and she takes that advice to heart. But
then Molly Lou has to start in a new school. A horrible bully picks on her on the
very first day, but Molly Lou Melon knows just what to do about that.

Where's Waldo? in Hollywood
The reader follows Waldo as he hikes around the world and must try to find him in
the illustrations of some of the crowded places he visits, including the past, fantasy
worlds, movie sets, and famous works of art.
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Where's Wally?
In this book, the reader can join Wally on his quest through bizarre and magical
places. Hidden in every intricately-detailed scene are Wally and his friends. This
mini edition comes with free magnifying glass.

Where's Waldo? the Search for the Lost Things
Features a fold-out game - with press-out counters and tongue-twister forfeit cards
- and a press-out circus to put on your very own show.

Where's Waldo? the Wow Collection
A curious little puffling lives on Bird Island. But her puffin parents can's find her in
their burrow. Where could she be? Luckily, all the animals and birds are there to
help.

Where's Waldo : the Ultimate Fun Book!
Watch out! Hoot Owl is hungry in an offbeat story with deadpan humor and bold,
striking illustrations. Features an audio read-along! Hoot Owl is no ordinary owl. He
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is a master of disguise! In the blackness of night, he’s preparing to swoop on his
prey before it can realize his dastardly tricks. Look there—a tasty rabbit for him to
eat! Hoot Owl readies his costume, disguising himself as . . . a carrot! Then he
waits. The rabbit runs off. Never mind! Surely his next juicy target will cower
against such a clever and dangerous creature as he! Kids will hoot at Sean Taylor’s
deliciously tongue-in-beak narration, belied by the brilliantly comical illustrations of
Jean Jullien.

Stand Tall, Molly Lou Melon
The amazing original that set off the worldwide search for Waldo! Perfect for the
youngest Waldo searcher, this special edition contains all the fun of the original but
with lots of eye-boggling extras! Anyone who has found Waldo before will want to
find him all over again because he's in a new place in every scene. And now
readers can also search for Woof, Wenda, Wizard Whitebeard, Odlaw, and much
more—all newly added to this special edition!

The Mini Jokiest Puns Book
The reader follows Waldo as he hikes around the world and must try to find him in
the illustrations of some of the crowded places he visits.
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Where's Waldo?
Join the resistance and use the Force in this hilarious, fun-filled training manual
that's part activity book and part guidebook. Plus, includes buildable Rey LEGO(R)
minifigure!

Where's Wally Now?
Why did the geologist quit? Because rocks were too hard. The hysterical Jokiest
Joking Joke Book series just went pint-sized! Gut-busting one-liners, knock-knocks,
puns, and riddles from the full-size book are packed into a fun, pocket-sized
edition. Featuring hundreds of hilarious jokes for kids, along with clever black-andwhite illustrations, it’s the perfect joke book to have everyone in stitches any place
at any time! The Mini Jokiest Joke Book is mini in size, but giant in fun!

Hoot Owl, Master of Disguise
This activity book in the Where's Wally? series of books contains puzzles, riddles,
tongue twisters and facts. Martin Handford was runner-up for the 1988 Mother
Goose Award for Where's Wally?. His other books include Where's Wally Now?,
Where's Wally? 3 The Fantastic Journey, Where's Wally? The Ultimate Fun Book,
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Where's Wally? The Magnificent Poster Book, Where's Wally? The Miniature Edition
and Where's Wally? The Absolutely Amazing Activity Book.

Where's Wally?
Create a spectacular kaleidoscope quilt with Ricky's unique strip-piecing method
for making a multi-faceted pattern. You'll see impressive and intricate results from
simple sets of strips; it's foolproof with little need for pre-planning. The beauty lies
in the unpredictability of how the fabric unfolds - just like a real kaleidoscope!

Where's Waldo? the Great Picture Hunt
The reader follows Wally as he travels through time and must try to find him in the
illustrations of some of the crowded places he visits.

Wacky Waving Inflatable Tube Guy
The reader follows Waldo and other characters as they travel through various
scenes and tries to find them and their lost objects in the illustrations.

See Inside Oceans
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Yorkshire Coast Path
Where's Wally?
Eight full art posters selected by Martin Handford; comprising of a scene from each
of the seven 'Where's Wally?' books, plus one extra character poster of Wally and
his friends.

Where's Waldo? the Spectacular Spotlight Search
A new look for the popular slipcase containing mini editions of the first five classic
Where's Wally? titles. A new generation of Where's Wally? fans can join in the hunt
for our well-loved spectacled friend. Finding Wally is never easy, but the challenge
has been made even greater with these mini paperbacks. Luckily the
accompanying Wally magnifier (with striped handle) will help in the search for
Wally and the hundreds of other things to spot. Five adventures are featured:
Where's Wally?, Where's Wally Now?, Where's Wally? The Fantastic Journey,
Where's Wally? In Hollywood, Where's Wally? The Wonder Book. So grab a
magnifying glass - the super-hard search is on!
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The Great Waldo Search
The Incredible Paper Chase
A treasury of hidden object puzzles, brain teasers and memory games for young
Waldo fans provides a sequence of activities for every chapter and a list of extrahard final search items at the end of the book. Original.

Where's Wally? at Sea
His parents take Spot the puppy to the beach for a fun-filled day, in a lift-the-flap
board book version of one of Spot's most popular titles.

Where's Waldo? the Totally Essential Travel Collection
Ricky Tims' Kool Kaleidoscope Quilts
The very first of its kind, this miniature Wacky Waving Inflatable Tube Guy is the
perfect desktop companion, tiny marketing tool, or hilarious gift! Finally, the joyous
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dancing tube man -- who's been featured everywhere from Ricky Martin's stage to
Broad City -- is available in a tiny, desk-friendly size. This box includes: An 18-inch
waving tube man with fan in base to make him dance, wiggle, and shake just like
the real thing (batteries not included) A 32-page mini book exploring the larger
than life (and utterly surprising!) origins of everyone's favorite flailing arm man
Note: This product can be powered by a 9-volt battery or by a specific AC adapter.
(Battery nor AC adapter included with purchase.) Please read and follow
specifications on the Power Supply sheet included in the box to ensure optimal
performance. Battery must be new, or, if using rechargeable, must be fully
charged.

Where's Wally?.
The reader follows Waldo as he hikes around the world and must try to find him in
the illustrations of some of the crowded places he visits, including the past, fantasy
worlds, movie sets, and famous works of art.

Where's Wally? The Magnificent Mini Box Set
Spot Goes to the Beach
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Where's Waldo? Games on the Go!
What did you do on vacation? Waldo's latest travel-size collection features puzzles,
searches, and prompts for writing about your own adventures. On the road again?
Planning a vacation? Be sure to pack this compact compendium full of things to
spot, story games to play, and puzzles to create, featuring the elusive Waldo and
his wily friends. Want a creative challenge to boot? Check out the writing prompts
for making up your own stories, plus bonus journal pages inviting you to record
your own travel escapades and a creative story game with twenty-four cards. Move
over, Waldo -- there's more than one intrepid traveler in town!

Where's Wally? in Hollywood Deluxe Edition
All the wondrous Wally worlds in one This title contains seven sensational 'Where's
Wally?' books packed into a handy travel-sized edition. Wherever you're going,
however you're travelling - join the spectacular search for Wally and be sure to
send a postcard to all of your friends

Where's Wally? the Sticker Book!
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Collects some of Waldo's adventures as Waldo seekers are challenged to find
Waldo and his friends in several different places and periods.

Where Are You Puffling?
Take it on the road! Waldo's activities will challenge and entertain fans for hours in
a format perfect for travel. Dial up the brainpower and dive into this crazy
collection of mazes, memory games, spot-the-difference activities, matching
exercises, quizzes, doodles, tangled line teasers, and more. They're all tucked into
a compact volume designed to go anywhere you do, with a classy elasticized
closure for packing things up when you're done.

Where's Wally?
The reader is invited to find Waldo in the detailed illustrations of several crowded
Hollywood movie sets.

Where's Waldo?
A fabulously festive sticker activity book with hundreds of stickers and a Create
Your Own Where's Wally? scene
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Where's Waldo? the Fantastic Journey
Where's Waldo? Enjoying a refreshed cover on his fantastic adventure -- plus two
new pages of games and searches! On an epic journey that takes him from a feast
of gobbling gluttons to fighting foresters and deep-sea divers, Waldo accompanies
the Wizard Whitebeard and seeks out the twelve scrolls that will reveal the truth
about himself. Join the search and help Waldo make it to the end!

Where's Waldo? the Boredom Buster Book
Where's Waldo? In the spotlight . . . somewhere! Now that the rest of the scene has
gone dark, finding him is a spectacular new challenge. Just when you thought you'd
mastered the art of finding Waldo, along comes a whole new twist to tracking him
down! In an innovative, all-paper design that simulates a traveling spotlight beam,
each scene is completely dark until the savvy reader slides a wand underneath to
"light up" a small section. The trick is to carefully move the magic slider around
until the right spot is revealed. Each of the six classic nighttime scenes contains
Waldo and four other favorite characters to find, along with bonus hidden content
and additional games on every page. With an exciting new format that gives our
wanderer the star treatment he deserves, The Spectacular Spotlight Searchis a
must-have for Waldo fans of all ages.
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Where's Waldo?
Lift the flaps to dive into our oceans and discover millions of incredible plants and
creatures, including the biggest and oldest creatures on the planet. Discover a
range of habitats, find out just how important the oceans are for life on Earth, and
how the things we throw away, and even how we heat our homes, is putting them
at risk. An interactive yet informative book about the oceans, how many wonderful
things live there. With over 80 flaps to lift, children can discover how important the
oceans are to life on Earth. Investigates how the oceans are at risk from plastic
pollution and global warming, and what we can do about it. Ideal for school studies
and fun to dip in and out of for pleasure.

The Mini Jokiest Joke Book
The reader is invited to find Waldo as he travels in various places and participate in
other games such as spot-the-differences and match the pictures.

Where's Waldo? the Ultimate Travel Collection
The reader tries to follow Waldo as he embarks on a fantastic journey among the
Gobbling Gluttons, the Battling Monks, the Deep-sea Divers, the Underground
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Hunters, and the Land of Waldos in search of a special scroll.

Where's Waldo? Exciting Expeditions!
Maybe you're good at spotting Waldo. But can you spot the difference? Head to the
museum, where even the sharpest eyes are seeing double. Waldo is wandering
through the museum, where there are some devilishly difficult differences to
decipher. Finding Waldo and his buddies is hard enough, but who can spot the
minutiae that separate one Egyptian tablet from another? The dastardly details
that make two maritime scenes unalike? The itty-bitty discrepancies between the
vintage books and scrolls? With more than five hundred differences to be
delineated, this brand-new spin on the art of spotting Waldo will have fans of all
ages lining up to take a look.

Where's Waldo? Double Trouble at the Museum: The Ultimate
Spot-The-Difference Book
Waldo's ultimate antidote to "there's nothing to do" brims with searches, puzzles,
and games of all stripes -- plus a five-minute challenge on each page. Flying off on
vacation or taking a long car ride? Stuck inside for hours on a rainy day? Fend off
boredom with this hefty compendium of searches and activities featuring
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everyone's favorite wanderer and his wily friends. You'll find mazes, matching
games, connect-the-dots, coloring pages, word searches, quizzes, stickers, and
more, all guaranteed to occupy sharp-eyed fans.
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